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GRAMMER LESSON
Read a Web-exclusive story about
the Andy Grammer and We
The KIIQ!, concert at
BGNEWS.COM.
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Living-learning community
plans to absorb culture in Africa
By TyUr Buchanan
Reporter

Fourteen students in the Arts
Village will travel to Ghana this
winter break, swapping reindeer and Christmas trees for
African drumming, singing and
blacksmithing.
"It's a cultural exploration,"
said (iordon Ricketts, director of
the Arts Village and the trip.
The University first took this
trip in 1998, traveling in alternating years until 2006. Since

then, many proposals attempted
to schedule a similar trip, but
failed, Ricketts said.
This year, however, the students will be the first to go to
Ghana as part of a travel studio class. Students will pay a
nearly $4,000 course fee, which
goes to expenses for the trip,
Ricketts said.
Ghana serves as a prime location for students to travel and
study, said Rebecca Green, associate professor of World Art and
Culture.

"Ghana is a jewel in West
Africa." Green said. "There is an
incredible amount of art. culture, music and dance
The travel will also be easier
for the students because a significant language harrier will not
be present, she said,
"Although there are over HO
different ethnic groups and cultures, and 52 languages, one of
the official languages is English,"
Green said.
See GHANA | Page 2
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CAMPUS
BRIEF
Vision celebrates campus
Coming Out Week
Vision - a leto'rin bay Bisexual and
Transgender group at the University - is celebrating Coming Out Week through Saturday
with events on campus
As part of the celebration. Vision is putting
together a video project called "It Gets Betted
The video program was started in response
to suicides over the past few years, said Alex
Peck. Vision president and a sophomore at the
University
The group plans to upload the video on
YouTube in an effort to raise awareness and
money for the cause
"By doing everything, we really just want to
raise money and awareness for it Peck sad
"We want people to be proud and be comfortable about who they are

In memory of suicides across the country.
Vision also planned a vigil for Tuesday night,
but it was rained out Vision plans to reschedule
the vigil for sometime next month. RE
Along with Coming Out Week. Vision is
also celebrating an increase m numbers - from
approximately 20 members to close to 50
members this year.
"Weve got a lot of freshmen and it just goes
to show how much more open people are getting." Peck said
Other events planned for the week include a
session for faculty and staff faming on working
with LGBT students Peck said
In preparation for the week. Peck and other
members of Vision posted fliers and posters
across campus
"We're just really excited about it. especially with our increase in people this year.
she said
For a full list events for Coming Out Week,
check out Visions Facebook page or look for
posters around campus

The University may replace
Blackboard with a newer learning
management system as early as
fall 2012.
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i.asi spring, University officials
evaluated seven systems that
could possibly replace the aging
Hlarkhoaid system that has been
used since £000, A system called
t.'auvas emcigcd as I heir lavorile.
Canvas, which will he tested
by a group ol faculty during
spring semester, incorporates
a more user friendly and web
based system thai includes the
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integration of social networking
websites, said Itcvin Kliighlon,
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CANVAS

Prestige quartet wins international GO FIGURE
competition, looks to future
University students have been singing together since 2007
By Jonathan Kailholz

Reporter
Four students
from
the
University recently won an
award that some say deems
them the best barbershop quartet in the world.
On July 4, 21 quartets from
around the world performed
in Kansas City, Mo., for the
International
Collegiate
Barbershop Competition — a
tournament for singers from 17
to 25 years old.
Prestige, a University quartet,
won first place.
It was the group's third time
in the competition.
During the performance,
quartets were judged using
three categories: music, presentation and singing. Each
category consisted of a specific number of points, totaling

2,000 overall.
In 2009, the group received
fourth place. In 2010, the group
received second place — "only
missing first by two points,"
said junior Nick Gordon,
Prestige's baritone.
Is the third time a charm? The
quartet's members think so.
"At this point, the thing
is all a haze," Gordon said.
"When they said we won first
place, it was the best moment
of my life."
The gold came with a lot of
hours and practice, he said.
"It was just so cool that all
the hours and work finally paid
off," Gordon said.
Group dynamic is a hugely
important aspect of success, he
said.
"We all bring something
See PRESTIGE | Page 2

ANNA KULIJIAN; Is her best moves at the BGSU Skating Club team practice The club meets every Tuesday from 9 to 10 p.m at the ice Arena There
are currently six members on the team, which is practicing for two upcoming competitions in November and February See more photos at BGNews.com

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

FORUM
Cla-Zel hosts free concert

Get help, not just a pill

Hopkirk joins BG rugby team

We The Kings returned to Ohio alongside

Columnist Alicia Riedel addresses consumers'

Alex Hopkirk. Birmingham native, was welcomed

Andy Grammet on Tuesday night. Free

preference to take pills, rather than recieve

to the BG rugby team as a defensive player

admission drew a crowd of excited fans to

help or treatment and urges readers to

this year. Hopkirk brings skill to the team and

see the performers | Page 3

discover the root of their problems | Page 4

contributes to its diversity as well | Page 6
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What country's traditions would you like to
learn firsthand?
DARVELISTOIUVER
Junior. Tourism
"Brazil: they have the most beautiful

ft

women." | Page 4
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3:30 A.M.
A drug suspicion was reported
in Offenhauer East

BLOTTER
FRI..OCT.14
12:26 P.M.
A breaking and entering burglary was reported in Harshman
Dunbar
1:59 P.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported in Offenhauer East

SAT., OCT. 15
1:46 A.M.
Criminal mischief was reported in
Harshman/Dunbar.
2:35 A.M.
A drug suspicion was reported in
Offenhauer East
3:16 A.M.
A crisis intervention was reported
at Founders

8:02 A.M.
A general information incident
was reported in the technology

1:04 P.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported at the Doyt L Perry
Stadium.

SUN., OCT. 16
12:13 A.M.
A drug suspicion was reported in
Harshman Anderson.
1:34 A.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported at Harshman Dunbar.
2:13 A.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported at Falcon Heights

647 A.M.
Criminal damage was reported
in the Business Administration
Building

area of the apartment complex
a month ago. and the complainant's friend asked her about a
pair of boots on Oaig's List that
looked exactly like the ones taken
from the mail area.

8:51A.M.
Criminal damage was reported
in University Lot L

1:03 P.M.
Complainant reported a woman
smoked marijuana and blew the
smoke into her baby's face within
the 1000 block of Fairview Ave.

4:28 P.M.
A theft less than $S00 was
reported in McDonald North

1:39 P.M.
Complainant reported someone
entered a restroom and broke
the sink and toilet plumbing at a
business within the 200 block of
N. Main Street The water kept
running and the pkimbing damage is $200

5:58 P.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported in Centennial Hall.

1:43 P.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported at the Doyt L Perry
Stadium.

2:41 A.M.
A drug violation was reported in
University Lot 21.

3:37 P.M.
Commercial vandalism was
reported at Falcon Landing.

2:52 A.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported in KoN Hall.

449 A.M.
A theft of less than $500 was
reported at The Oaks

5:30 A.M.
A drug violation was reported in
University Lot D.

12:19 P.M.
Complainant reported a possible package theft within the
200 block of S. Prospect St A
package was taken from the mad

11:38 P.M.
An ambulance assistance was
reported at Kappa Kappa
Gamma Sorority.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

MON..OCT.17

plates were stolen withri the 1200
block of N. Main Street a year ago
Complainant reported beng sent
a traffic ticket from Cleveland with
a photo attached of a maroon
Ffyundai with smlar plates to those
stolen The poke unit befceves it to
be a mistake by Cleveland
7:30 P.M.
A theft of less than $500
was reported at the Student
Recreation Center.
[\ ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
■^i complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY

2:12 P.M.
A crisis intervention was reported
at McFal Center.

In the Oct. 17 and 18 issue of The
BG News, a name was incorrectly
printed in the story titled "your
Fellow Compliment" The name
read Quentin Michael, but it should
have read Qumten Michael

6 08PM
Complanant reported his Icense

We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-572-6966

CANVAS

their classes, Bizarro said.
The University will make
the final decision of whethFrom Page 1
er to transition to Canvas
director of public relations after evaluating the feedat Instructure, the compa- back received from the test
ny that developed Canvas.
run. Ellinger said.
John Ellinger, chief
If Canvas is not chosen
information officer of the as the new system, the
University, said faculty and University would upgrade
students who may have to the latest version of
struggled with Blackboard Blackboard, Ellinger said. If
can rest easy if Canvas is Canvas is chosen, the transelected as the new learn- sition would start next year.
ing management system,
"We have agreed that if
because of its various com- it is a yes that we are going
munication methods and to go with Canvas, that it
simple organization.
would be a three-semester
Canvas will allow stu- roll-in," Ellinger said. "So
dents to sign up for notifi- that fall of '12, spring of 13
cations through email, text and fall of '13 would be a
message or social network- roll-in of the current coursing websites like Facebook es, as well as anybody else
whenever an instructor wanting to add."
updates a class schedule,
Student and faculty loguploads a document or in information for the curposts a message to the class, rent Blackboard system
Knighton said.
would be automatically
Another feature of Canvas transferred to Canvas,
is a new style of schedule Ellinger said.
organization.
The feedback from those
"If (students] are taking who have tried Canvas has
multiple courses, all the been positive so far, but no
due dates will be centraf- final decisions will be made
ized into one agenda," said until after the test run is
Pascal Mi/.ii in an instruc- finished, Ellinger said.
tor who will be testing
"We'll see how everybody
Canvas in the spring. reacts to it," said Ellinger.
"They can see week by "It's not going to solve
week what they have to do everything, but I think it
for every class."
goes a long way of getting us
More than 70 instruc- where we as an institution
tors will be using Canvas in want to be."
their courses for the spring
CURIOUS ABOUT
semester. Students enrolled
in these courses who are
CANVAS?
also enrolled in courses
To view an online trial of Canvas,
using Blackboard will have
visit wvvvy.instructufe.com.
to access both systems for

GHANA
From Page 1

This makes travel easier
for Americans, as many
surrounding countries predominantly speak French
or other foreign languages,
she said.
Students going on the trip
come from different academic backgrounds with
varying reasons for traveling, Kicketts said.
"I have always been
intrigued with African culture," said Catherine Hahn,
a trip participant. "There's
just something truly beautiful about getting to know
how other cultures work

and view life in general."
The trip will be a
chance for students to see
a world away from home,
Hahn said.
"Living in Ohio, we rarely
get opportunities to experience life outside these
walls we call corn fields,"
she said.
The trip will benefit her
studies as well, Hahn said.
"As a 2-D art major with
a focus in painting, I have
high hopes that Ghana will
open me up to a world of
inspiration," she said.
Abbie Woodruff, another
student traveler, said she
is prepared for the African
music and drumming she
will study while in Ghana.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY PRESTIGE QUARTET
PRESTIGE QUARTET gathers for a photo after winning the International Collegiate Barbershop Competition in Kansas City, Mo. this summer.

PRESTIGE
From Page I

different to the table,"
Gordon said. "The group
chemistry is great. It
just works."
The group's members
met in 2008 at a barbershop camp in high school,
said junior Gordie Howe,
Prestige first tenor. They
have been singing together ever since, he said.
"(What
brings
us
together is that] we are
inspired by all types of
music," Howe said. "We
appreciate and respect
all quality musicians.

"[What brings us together is that] we are
inspired by all types of music We appreciate
and respect all quality musicians. We aren't
voice or a capella snobs."
Gordie Howe | Prestige quartet first tenor

We aren't voice or a
capella snobs."
Once a group of young
high school students,
the singers are now
growing up.
As members leave the
University, the quartet
faces the possibility of
breaking up.
Dave Parrett, Prestige

bass, graduated last year
from the University. Drew
Ochoa, Prestige second
tenor, is a senior. The
other two — Gordon and
Howe — are juniors.
"We honestly don't
know what will happen,"
Howe said. "We've had
so many offers for different gigs — one as late

as spring 2013, There are
mini-international tours
like traveling in lapan
or Africa. But we had to
decline because we just
don't know where we
will be. But if possible,
we really want to stay
together."
Many Prestige fans also
want the group to stay
together.
Sophomore Margaret
Stroh said she would be
heartbroken if Prestige
broke up.
"1 subscribe to them on
YouTube and everything,"
Stroh said. "You can't find
that kind of talent and
camaraderie these days."

"I and a few of my
friends going have experience with the African
drumming ensemble on
campus," Woodruff said.
"It's amazing that BG is
able to provide me with
this opportunity."
The students will travel
and live together, whatever their reason for going
— from to visiting a slave
castle to xylophone and
flute playing in the Dagara
Music and Arts Center in
the nation's capital of Accra.
"Students who study
abroad learn as much
about themselves as they
do about the peoples and
country they visit," Green
said.
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Birchwood 650 6th St
(Small pels welcome)

Fox Run Apartments
216 S. Mercer Rd.

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.
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t> KINGS

CONQUER

CLA-ZEL

We The Kings, Andy Grammer host free concert Tuesday night

lOMNECOMUCENO

lntBGNtK

TOP: Andy Grammer opens for We The Kings a! Cla-Zel by playing an acoustic set

LEFT: Ryan Thomsen. guitarist from We the Kings, performs at Cla-Zel on Tuesday night.

RIGHT: fravis Clark, lead singer of We The Kings, sings with Thomsen on guitar.

BOTTOM: Grammer performs for a large turnout Guests of any age were able to attend the concert.

Visit

BGNews.com
for a story about the
concert
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Apartments Available •
• Semester Leases *
• Minutes from BGSU •
• Pet friendly community •
• Utilities included •

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
419-262-2514
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WEEK

SHE

CALLEO

HOME
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AMD

TOOK

MASTEREO

CLASSES
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PHONE

^SOCIAL

TUBE
BOOTl

PSYCHOLOGY

Oct 17

Graduate Students

Oct 17

Non-Degree Graduate Students.;

Oct 18

Seniors

Oct 20

Juniors

Oct 24

Sophomores

Oct 26

Freshmen

Oct 28

Guest Students

110 Administration Bldg.

1. SELECT > student cer
2. SELECT > enroll
3.SELECT > add
You can aCCtAA everything that you need,
including tutorials, via the "Student Center"
at the MyBGSUportal.
Discover* where you'll study abroad at usac.unr.edu
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"At this point the thing is all a haze... When they said we won first place, it was
the best moment of my life.
- Junior Nick Gordon on Prestige quartet winning an international competition [see story, pg. 1].
Yfednesday, October 19 4 Thursday. October 20.2011 4

THE STREET What country's traditions would you like to learn firsthand?

"Canada; because

"Spain: they have a

I like hockey and

rich culture."

maple syrup"

"Egypt to look at
the art and
pyramids."

"Manet the way

KWANDREU
TOLLIVER.
Freshman.
EarV Childhood Edu.

AMANDA
COIBY
Freshman,
Psychology

they the fascinates
me."

K visnusAT
^5 B6NEWS.COM
Have your own take on
todays People On The

LANCE
EDDY,
Senior.
Sports Management

Occupy Toledo
addresses issues

Two weeks ago, I wrote about
the Occupy Wall Street protests in New York City, and
the "Occupy" movement that
was spreading to other cities
around the nation and the
world. Since that time, northwest Ohio has seen its own
branch of the movement take
base in the form of Occupy
Toledo.
Occupy Toledo began
at noon on Oct. 10 at Ievis
Square, which is located at the
comer of Madison Avenue
and St. (Hair Street in downtown Toledo,
As a columnist. I write my
opinion about many subjects.
Well, this week my opinion is if
people an* willing to stay outdoors, day and night in this
cold fall weather, they deserve
to have their voices heard.
With that in mind. I went
down to It'vis Square on
Saturday afternoon to talk with
some nl those involved with

the movement
The first person 1 interviewed
was Rick Vanl-andingham. a
graduate of the University of
Toledo College of [aw and an
occupier who has stayed overnight at Levis Square. I asked
him why he felt such passion
about this cause that he slept
out in the elements.
"When people are losing
their homes and even their
lives because of a loss of health
care, when men and women
are being sent overseas to risk
and lose their fives simply for
oil companies — those are
people who have given and
suffered a lot more than the
inconvenience of ... sleeping
on the ground for a few nights,"
he said. "So really it's a small
sacrifice ... in comparison.
We're trying to stand up and
give all those people |a| voice."
One issue VanLandingham
spoke about was the recent
Supreme Court ruling which
declared, in the case of political speech, that corporations are people and thus
entided to the same rights
afforded individuals.
"It was said that spending
money is the same as free
speech and therefore protected by the lirst Amendment"
he said. "Well, corporations
aren't people, and money isn't

*4k

NIKKI
BRYANT,
Senior,
Cotnm. Disorders

speech. It's money."
He went on to suggest
a 28th amendment to the
Constitution defining a person
as a human being.
I asked various occupiers about their opinion of the
opposing efforts of city officials
and the local police.
Several people said they
have been denied the right (by
the city) to pitch tents in the
park, and the electricity to the
outlets in the park had been
shut off in an attempt to force
people out
While I was there, a Toledo
police officer came over and
told the occupiers they would
not be allowed to use a portable electric generator. The
police officer declined to comment when 1 tried to talk to him
about the occupation going on.
"I want to make this clean
the police are not against us,"
said musician and occupier
Christopher Metchis. "They are
cooperating with us the best
they can, and we are cooperating with them the best we can
... if they tell us to take down
a tent, they're not doing it to
mess with us; they have to do it
in i >rdcr tr i keep their jobs."
What I found at the
Occupy Toledo site were
patriotic Americans who feel
that they are battling for the
soul of this country.
There are so many issues
the people involved in this
movement would like to see
addressed that the ultimate
goal of the occupy movement is hard to boil down
in to one simple slogan. But
whether a person's issue is
poverty, unemployment or getting the influence of corporate
money out of politics, it's like
\anlandingham said: "It's all
threads of one cloth."
As a side note, while writing this column I found a
Facebook page for Occupy
Bowling Green The page states
that today Wednesday at 1 p.m
"Then.' will be a mass student
walk out kicking off the Occupy
BO movement." Supporters
plan to meet outside the Union
from 1-1:45 p.m., and then
march from campus to the
Happy Badger on Main Street.
"All are welcome, no matter
their political standing, race,
nationality, sexual orientation,
or beliefs," according to the
Pacebookpagc.

Respoiul to Mattlmv at
theiKuis@bgiews.com

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Heie's how to get in touch with us 'or letters to the editor
■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of ttus page.

THE BG NEWS
ASIA RAPAI, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
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Real change is Govt rules, raids
worth the effort limit food choices
"And you don't even need to
change your lifestyle."
This paraphrased line
acted as the final selling
point in a weight loss pill
television commercial.
This, of course, sounds
inviting and easy. All you need
to do is take the pill, and you
will become healthy again
1 do not know how this pill
actually works or anything else
about it beyond the commercial, but it is this philosophy
that I find troubling
Perhaps this pill may be
effective in solving immediate health concerns. While
it may give a fresh start, it
is not presented as a longterm solution.
Each person using the pill
will still need to recognize
what caused them to be overweight and work to address
this for their future, or else they

k

will simply face a recurring
problem. Addressing this may
mean a change in lifestyle.
A change in lifestyle may
not sound attractive, especially when trying to sell a product It sounds, rightly, like a lot
ofhardwork.
Changing one's lifestyle
for the better means breaking bad habits and building
good ones. It means practicing self control. This does
not only apply to weight loss
plans. If we want to change
ourselves in any way, it takes
work and dedication.
If we really do want to
improve, then a new lifestyle is
exactly what we want
I remember hearing the
frustration of one of my sisters,
years ago, having been sent
to one counselor after another
for help with depression. Each
one would diagnose her and
write her a prescription that
was meant to help her depression, but she did not want
medicine.
Sec RIEDEL | Page 8

C. P MARK HUNTRESS
■r
COLUMNIST

It was an afternoon like any
other. In 2008, at the Manna
co-op, near Cleveland, the
children of the Stowers family
were being home-schooled in
the living room.
Suddenly, armed men
stormed in the door, herded
the family to the basement
and took their computers, cell
phones and frozen meat totaling $10,000 worth of property.
The Stowers made no attempt
to caD the police, because it was
the police, accompanied by
other government agents, who
were raiding them.
The Stowers were accused
of selling food without a
retail license.
They were buying meat
in bulk from nearby small
farms and redistributing it
to about 100 of their friends
and neighbors.
In 2010, police with guns

drawn led a raid on a similar
establishment in California, the
Rawesome Food dub, accompanied by officials from the
Food and Drug Administration
and five other government
agencies. They found what
they were looking for 17 coolers fuD of the white stuff— raw
(unpasteurized) milk, that is.
Rerniniscent of a prohibition
era bust it was all dumped out
on the ground
This really happened
As documented in the new
movie Farmageddon, heavyhanded raids of this sort are
not an infrequent occurrence
and are often in response to the
offenses of selling or transporting raw milk or cheese across
state lines.
Draconian government
actions tike these have a widespread destructive influence on
small farms, especially when
coupled with local and federal
regulations that are written for
large industry and are unreasonably burdensome on smallSee HUNTRESS | Page 8

FIND OUT WHAT BGNEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
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and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Rugby gains player from UK
By Max Hous«hold*r
Reporter

On an already diverse
rugby squad full of players
with all kinds of talents,
this year's team welcomes
a player from the United
Kingdom to play center. His
name is Alex Hopkirk, and
he hails from Birmingham
in Central England.
Hopkirk has always been
a rugby enthusiast, and was
raised on the game, having
played it since he was six
years old in England. He has
been a part of many teams
and has had many coaches
— including his father — but
none have been as intense
about rugby as his current
coach Tony Mazzarella.
"Tony is the most serious
coach I've ever played for,"
Hopkirk said. "The expectations here are a lot higher
than anywhere I've played
before."
For Hopkirk, it was surprising, not just that American

"Alex [Hopkirk] has been making big strides.
He brings a great deal of experience and has
a lot of skill that takes players in the U.S. a
long time to learn."
Tony Mazzarella | Head Coach

universities played rugby,
but how seriously they take
the sport.
"I think Alex definitely sees
our commitment to this game,
and I think he is pleasently
surprised that a 'second tier'
nation is trying to improve its
position," Mazzarella said.
This is true — in fact,
Hopkirk hinted that he
thought America could be
even better than it already is
and challenge some of the top
rugby countries.
"In America, rugby is
based more on conditioning
and physicality, whereas in
England, it's more finesselike and technique based,"
Hopkirk said. "It's mainly

because in England one is
brought up from a young age
to learn rugby, and the techniques are drilled into your
head from a very young age,"
However, he said if America
focused more on techniques
and repetition, it might be the
best rugby playing country,
due to its extensive emphasis
on training and conditioning.
For being new on a team
with great expectations like
BG, Alex is really starting to
come into his own with the
team. He made his first start
on the A-side this past weekend against Ohio State and
scored a 35-yard try.
"Alex has been making big
strides. He brings a great deal

of experience and has a lot
of skill that takes players in
the U.S. a long time to learn,"
Mazzarella said. "I think he
has definitely gotten used to
what we coaches expect, and
has played some good defense
in the last few games."
His dedication and the
pride he takes in getting his
technique right has definitely
helped him become a good
defensive player.
"Alex is one of the most
consistent players we have;
he has great field vision,
knows when to hit holes
and when to pass," fly half
Max Narewski said. "Also on
defense he makes all of his
tackles."
While Hopkirk has only
played one game with the
"A" squad, his teammates are
already noticing his skills.
"I would say Alex's best
feature when it comes to
rugby is that he's deceivSee RUGBY | Page 7

Tennis to compete in Midwest Regiona
Chrircosta qualifies for tournament with Eccleston, Hill, Reuland possibly going as well
By Vine* M.lonl
Reporter

Beginning on Thursday, select
members of the women's tennis team will compete in
the Intercollegiate tennis
Association Midwest Regional
Championships at Ohio State.
ITA is the governing body
that overlooks all divisions of
the NCAA, along with National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics, junior colleges, and
community colleges.
The Falcons compete in the
highest level: NCAA Division I.
Nikki Chiricosta is in the top
40 in the Midwest region, giving her an automatic spot in the
tournament.
Maddy Eccleston and Mary
Hill just missed out on the
automatic qualifying and are
in the next group of 48 in the
rankings. They will play in a
qualifying tournament to get
into the main draw.
Emily Reuland is the number three alternate, meaning
if three people do not go to
the tournament due to injury or withdrawl, she will be
entered into the qualifying
tournament.
All four will be competing
in the doubles main draw,
as Chiricosta will team with
Eccleston and Hill will partner
with Reuland.
"We did a great job getting
this many people in," coach
Penny Dean said. "I'm so proud
of the girls; they have put in
a lot of extra work, and these
four will be representing that
very well."
These four Falcons will
be up against competition
from schools that compete
in the Midwest region, which
includes the states of Illinois,
Michigan and Wisconsin,
along with the northern parts
of Indiana and Ohio.
The tournament will run from
this Thursday until October 25.
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Easdale
excels in
sports, school
By Vine* Melon!
Reporter

Jessica Easdale always had a passion
for the game of tennis in a house full
of athletes.
She grew up as the oldest child
of a pair of collegiate athletes. Her
parents attended Miami (Ohio);
her mother playing tennis and her
father, playing hockey.
"Like most kids, I played every
sport: Softball, basketbali, lacrosse
and more, but I really took a focus
on tennis in the sixth grade and
made that a priority," Easdale said.
She played tennis all through her
four years at Jerome High School in
Dublin. Ohio.
"The school opened my freshman
year, and I could see there was a
load of talent on the tennis team,"
Easdale said.
A two-year captain for lerome,
she won states in doubles, which
helped her team finish second
overall. During this run, she took
an unusual route in deciding on
a college.
After planningon attending one
of a few NCAA Division II schools
with a future goal of attending
medical school, Easdale received
a phone call from her mother
during a spring break vacation
saying that when she got back
they would be taking a trip up to
Bowling Green.
"It was a great experience and
was really friendly compared to
the other schools," Easdale said.
"(Coach] Penny |Dean| is all
about school and created a good
atmosphere."
Two days after visiting the
University, she forgot about the
other schools she was looking at and
signed on to be a Falcon.
lust before coming to the
University, Easdale found out
she needed wrist surgery, which
would lead to her unorthodox
freshman year.
"I had the surgery two weeks
into school and it sucked, but it
made me appreciate the game
more," Easdale said.
Unable to play all of the fall and
most of the spring due to the surgery, Easdale took it as a learning
experience, playing more of an
assistant coach type of role.
"It was awful to attend practices
and tournaments and not be able
to play, but I watched and cheered
on the team, and it helped me learn
and has made me a better player,"
Easdale said. "It has helped me with
the mental game and better preparation for a match."
Sophomore year was Easdale's
first full year on the court, and she
said she was happy to be playing,
but it still felt like her freshman year
in some ways.
"At the start of my sophomore
year, I felt that I had a lot to
prove," Easdale said, "I felt like a
freshman again."
In her first-ever collegiate
appearance in a singles dualmatch play, Easdale found herself to be the last Falcon playing
against Xavier in the spring of 2010.
To make matters interesting, the
overall match was tied at three,
meaning Easdale's sixth flight
match would be the clincher for
either school.
After a tiebreaker, Easdale won
the second set 6-2 and hung on
in the final set for a 6-4 win, giving the Falcons the overall win
against Xavier.
"My freshman year I had to conSee EASDALE I Paqe 7

KATIE GRUBB hauls the ball across the court with a back-hand swing
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Galen's consistency carries
throughout the Falcons' season
ByNkkMarfow
Reporter

"I couldn't have done it without my
teammates backing me up, our passing

Since the end of September,
Mid-American Conference
play has not been kind to the
Falcons, but BG's 16-5 record
remains a large feat compared to an 8-24 campaign
last season.
And while the turnaround
is a large credit to the team as
a collective unit — since it is
still incredibly young with one
senior in the starting lineup
— strong individual efforts
should not be overlooked.
Middle Kari Galen is a prime
example.
Whik' she may not blow up
the stat sheet, she has been the
team's most consistent frontrow hitter and blocker.
Galen leads the MAC with
a hitting percentage of .378
on 130 kills. She has been a
wall in the Falcons' defensive
front, leading the team with 68
blocks (.98 per set), fourth in
the conference.
Offensively, Galen is similar
to a time bomb, as she has
the potential to go off in an
instant, which has happened
on two occasions this season.
At the South Florida
invite, Galen followed a
career-high 10-block performance against Eastern

has been outstanding and our setters

Kari
Galen
Leads the MAC
with a .378 hitting
percentage

THEBGNEWSSUDOKU
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Kentucky University with
a career-high 11-kill bid
against Bethune-Cookman
University, hitting at a .588
clip. She was named MVP
of the invite and MAC-East
Defensive Player of the
Week for her performance.
In BCi's match against
Bucknell, Galen went maniacal with 14killson.824hitting,
again breaking her career
high for kills in a match. She
had 26 kills on .676 hitting
during the Bucknell invite,
earning her all-tournament
team accolades.
"I couldn't have done it
without my teammates backing me up," Galen said. "Our
passing has been outstanding
and our setters, Laura Avila
and Erica Fullenkamp, have
been setting really well too.
It has been a team effort the
whole way."
While the Falcons have five
sophomores who received
adequate playing time last
season as freshmen, Galen

took more of a blue-collar
approach into the starting
lineup. She did not see the
floor much as a freshman
— with first-team All-MAC
middle Shari Luther on the
depth chart — and was forced
to wait until her sophomore
year to make an impact. She
finished the 2010 campaign
with 93 kills and was second
on the team in blocks with 54.
But the middle's experience
sitting out as a freshman gives
her a perspective unique to
many of her teammates.
"It was definitely hard for
me to come to BG and not see
any playing time my freshman year," Galen said. "I
know that for any incoming
freshmen next year who may
not see the time they were
expecting, I will be able to give
them advice. You just have to
be patient and work hard, and
your time will come to make
an impact on the court."
Arguably even more consistent than her efforts on the

court is Galen's commitment
to academic excellence.
She received the Academic
Achievement Award in 2009
for posting a 4.0 grade point
average that fall. Last season,
she was one of the recipients
of the Academic All-MAC
Honorable Mention award.
With a cumulative GPA of 3.65,
Galen makes the rather difficult juggling act of a student
athlete kx>k easy.
She said she stays on track
by decorating her room with
post-it notes, which remind
her of when assignments are
due. But when the middle
describes performing the
double-duty of a student and
athlete, it is evident it's breeze.
"Since we are traveling a lot
I use my time on bus rides and
any extra time we have in the
hotel before matches to get as
much done as I can," Galen
said. "I'm very organized and
detail-oriented when it comes
to my schoolwork and I think
that is one of the reasons why
I am able to receive the grades
I do."
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EASDALE
From Page 5

tribute in other ways, but
now I was able to contribute
on the court, and that got me
really excited," Easdale said.
This led to Easdale's junior
year, the year she was named
co-captain.
"I was really happy to be
named captain, and it definitely did not go to my head,"
Easdale said. "It came from
me playing that assistant
coach role freshman year,
and that leadership became
natural. It was just a word for
me. I continued to do what 1
always did."
Easdale is a neuroscience
major, and after graduating from the University she
wants to attend medical
school, so it makes competing even more stressful for
the student-athlete.
"Due to school and a few
other things, I kind of had
a mental breakdown, and it
showed on the tennis court,"
Easdale said, "But I focused
on the time I could not play
tennis so I could enjoy it
more, and I had to go out
and lead the team."
Just before spring season started, the coaches
of the Mid-American
Conference had a preseason poll and picked the
Falcons to finish seventh
out of the nine schools.
That year, the Falcons
finished 5-3 in MAC play
and defeated Toledo 4-3
in April. Less than two

RUGBY
From Page 5

ing in how fast he
is," scrum half Ben
Marshall said. "He
has a hard cut that
seems to freeze most
defenders."
Ilopkirk is not strict-

weeks later, they played the
Rockets again in the MAC
tournament semifinals.
They defeated the rivaling
Rockets again, this time in a
4-0 sweep, and moved on to
the semi-finals, proving to
all of the coaches that they
were one of the top teams in
the MAC.
"The MAC tournament
was a definite highlight.
We were all very excited
about the team as a whole
and not personal achievements," Easdale said. "Even
in the semi-final loss to
Miami, we all fought hard
and cheered harder."
Going into her final year
as a Falcon, Easdale was
worried she would feel like
she did last spring, worrying about things for medical school, but she said she
took care of a lot of that
over the summer, giving
her a little less stress for the
upcoming season.
She has a list full of personal and team goals for
the season.
Easdale said she wants
to be a staple in the doubles lineup and be able to
contribute significantly in
singles. So far this season,
she is 5-4 in singles play and
helped contribute to two singles flight titles in the Rocket
Invitational.
In doubles, she is a
perfect 4-0 and won the
doubles third flight at
the BGSU Invitational
with Emily Reuland. She
also helped win the doubles third flight at the

ly a defensive player
though. As Marshall
said, he is deceptively
fast and is also great
with the ball.
"He's a very talented player. He has the
game awareness and
ball handling skills
that allow him to be a
very good player within

Rocket Invitational with
Mary Hill.
As a team, the Falcons
have been written off
again, although they
lost just one member
of the MAC semi-finalist squad. Just like last
year, they want to prove
people wrong. In their
three tournaments so
far this fall, they have
captured nine singles
flight titles and four
doubles flight titles.
As for her future,
Easdale plans on attending medical school starting next fall and has a long
list of over a dozen schools
she said she is waiting to
hear back from. She is
not extremely excited for
one over another; she just
wants to earn her degree
then continue her education, she said.
"Being a student-athlete is helpful and marketable in applications
because it shows that I
have the ability to multitask two very important things and that I
can concentrate fully on
both and not neglect the
other," Easdale said.
As far as tennis,
Easdale is excited for the
rest of the fall and the
spring season.
"We have now been
together for two years, so we
are all clicking on the same
things," Easdale said, "We
are really close, and we are
on the same track and working hard."
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FILE PHOTO
JESSICA EASDALE nkes a swing in a doubles match earlier this season Easdale is a co-captain for the Falcons this year.

our back line." lock Ed
Luther said.
With Ilopkirk being
from England, one would
think that it would take
him a little while to fit
in with the rest of the
team. However, with his
good sense of humor, he
fit right in.
BG's team is full of

IX2*>,

Back By Popular Demand... [vil Dead'ThcTWusical!

jokesters and easygoing
guys.
When
England lost to France
in the Rugby World Cup
quarterfinal on the
same day as the team
had a game against
Air Force, the Falcons
still took the time to
tease Hopkirk about
the game.

But Marshall said
Ilopkirk had no shame
in giving it right back
to the guys, and they all
had fun with it.
However,
Hopkirk
will only be with the
team for one semester. This is because
he is a part of the
study abroad program

at Keele University
in
England,
where
he studies Business
Management
and
Criminal lustice.
Hopkirk will head back
to England during winter break, but his experience on the team is one
that will he remembered
by both sides.

You deserve a /actual look at...

Muslim Arab Anti-Semitism
Why it makes peace very difficult - almost impossible
Anti-Semitism has often and rightfully Ivin called the longest tarred, 'I"' "lilrsl prejuJuc. II has plagued
Europe (or a very hint! time and has. over the centuries, brought untold suffering I" the Jewish people. Its
mosl deadly expression mi the Nazi Holocaust, which caused the death of li million Jewi and extinguished
ancient civilizations in much of Europe. So terrible, so evil were those event! that anti Semitism was
shunned and repudiated hy the civilized world.
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What are the facts?
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This hilarious live stage show combines all the elements of the cult classic
horror films Evil Dead, Evil Dead 2, and Army of Darkness to make one
of the craziest theatrical experiences of all time. Five college students

that turns them all into demons. It's all up to Ash (a housewares employee,
turned demon killing hero), and his trusty chainsaw to save the day.
Blood flies. Limbs are dismembered. Demons tell jokes... and all is set
to music. If you liked Bat Boy: The Musical, you'll love Evil Dead!
Adult language, themes, graphic comedic scenes with lots and lots
and lots of blood, profanity, body parts and did we mention blood!
Recommended for ages 16 and older

"The next Rocky Horror Show!" - The Sew York Times
it doesn't get any better than that!"
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•
OCT. 7-30 WEEKENDS ONLY!
Fridays at 7 p.m. & Saturdays at 7 & 10 p.m., Sunday, Oct. 30 at 2 & 5 p.m.
LIVE ON STAGE! TICKETS $1 5 Ask for the splatter zone, if you dare!
Call the box office for tickets and information 419.242.2787 or visit valentinetheatre.com
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readily available. A recent Egyptian television series
of 41 installments, based on the Protocols.' was a
huge success in the Muslim world.
Holocaust denial. Holocaust denial is I favorite
topic in the Muslim world. Ilie president of the
Palestinian Authority, Mahmoud \bhas ia reputed
"moderate") wrote his docloral thesis with this title:
The «Hher Side: The
Secret
Relationship
Between Nazism and the
Zionist Movement." In
some regards. Arab Jewhaters are even woise
than their infamous predecessors, Kor all their
terrible deeds, the Nazis nevt r lionized their killers,
named streets or buildings after them or
encouraged their children to emulate them. That is.
however, standard practice in the Muslim world. To
kill Jews, to become a martyr, is the highest goal
and promise-, immediate access to a paradise of
unbelievable pleasures.
Many people believe that the existence of the slate
of Israel is the cause of this hatred and that Muslim
anli-Semitism would disappear if Ihe Jewish slate
would disappear. Hut that is not true. As former
"rcfusenik" and Jewish Agency Chairman. Natan
Sharansky. ha> said: "The Jewish state is no more
the cause of anti Semitism today than the absence
o\ the Jewish state was a century ago."
Halied of Jews is an integral part of Aiab Muslim
culture and did not come about with the creation of
the Jewish slate. The Grand Mufti of Jerusalem. Haj
An mi al-Husseini, at that time the highest Islamic
authority in that part of the world, was a staunch
and steadfast ally of the Nazis, a trusted accomplice
of Hitler. He personally raised SS Waffen troops
among Ihe Bosnian Muslims and promised the
Nazis that he would fully cooperate with them in
the exterminatitm oi Ihe Jews in Ihe Middle East.
That was in the I930's
20 years before the
creation of Israel. One shudders to imagine what
the Arabs would have done to ihe Jewish residents
of the area if the Nazis had come out victorious in
World War II.

"How can one make peace with
such people, with hatred like that?"

go to an abandoned cabin in the woods, and accidentally unleash an evil force

wfmWvmmm'™

Anti-Semitism is integral to Muslim culture.
Hut whik- anti-Semitism has indeed been shunned
hy the civilized world, things are i|uite different in
the Muslim/Arab world because anti Semitism is an
integral part of their religion and culture. The
Muslim countries arc the only places in the world in
which anti-Semitism is
publicly endorsed and
where it flourishes. The
Koran abounds in anti
Semitic statements. An
expression of that hatred
toward Jews is imbued in Muslim children from an
early age. It is the fate of Jews in Muslim lands. Fur
centuries they were tolerated, but only in the
submissive capacity of dhtmmti - second class
citizens. They were subjected to counties
humiliations, bizarre rules of conduct and clothing
and in many cases to assaults and pogroms. When
the stale of Israel was founded in 1948. hundreds of
thousands of Jews in Muslim lands had lo flee for
their lives or were driven from their homes, where
they had lived, in most cases, for centuries. When
Israel emerged victorious from the 1%7 Six-Day
War. virtually all of the remaining Jews were
expelled - from Iraq. Yemen. Syria, Egypt. Libya.
Algeria and Morocco. In those countries, virtually
no Jews remain today. The vast majority of them
wound up in Israel where they and their
descendants form a large part of the population and
are fully integrated, of course. Compare 'hat to the
Palestinian refugees, who, mostly at the urging of
their leaders, fled the nascent Jewish state in 194H.
Their descendants, who haw now miraculously
increased to 5 million, still live today in miserable
refugee camps, at the dole of the world - mostly of
the United States, of course.
Adolf Hitlers book Mem Kampf. which is
prohibited in (iermany. is. in Arab and Farsi
translations, a perennial best seller in Muslim
countries. So is the fraudulent invention The
Protocols of the Elders ofZhn, The Muslim world is
the only place in which those scurrilous books are

>

Israel has tried for over Wl years to come to terms with its Arab Muslim neighbors, lint it i*. difficult lo make
peace with those who think of them as sons of pigs and apes. In the worth of Hezbollah s secretary general.
Hasan Nasrallah, who declared: "If we searched the entire world for a person more cowardly, despicable,
weak or feeble... we would not find anyone like the lew." How can one make peace with such people, with
hatred like that?
This mMMOt hu bMO pubitahad and paid lor by
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RIEDEL
From Page 4
She wanted help.
It was only when she met a
counselor who worked with her
and helped her learn coping
strategies that she finally made
progress, she has not needed
medication for depression
since then.
1 am not arguing that
medication is always the
wrong choice.
It is clear that many medications are used to treat conditions and not simply to
mask symptoms. Even so, it is

also true in situations such as
my sister's that medications
are used to quickly handle
symptoms rather than taking
the time to discover and treat
root causes.
My point is simply that
a push for immediacy and
appearance comes at the cost
of quality and solutions. This
concern not only applies to
medical situations, but also
stretches through other personal, social and public issues.
This idea may be compared
to weeding. If you only pull the
top off a weed, it may appear to
be gone for awhile, but the root
is still alive beneath the surface.

It is only a matter of
time before the weed
grows up again.
If we want to improve our
health, grades, relationships,
attitudes or anything else, then
we need to stop endorsing the
idea of an easy way out that
only treats surface symptoms
or concerns and asks for no
responsibility or effort.
At the end of the day, do
we want to look like we have
our act together or really be
successful?

Respond to Alicia at
thenews@bffiews.com
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HUNTRESS
From Page 4
er enterprises. For every small
farm that is raided, many others
are intimidated out of business
or are dissuaded from starting a
business, fearing fines or raids.
This drastically limits the choices
of consumers.
Imagine, like many raw milk
drinkers, that you yourself have
a medical condition that you
believe is improved by drinking
raw milk. Where would you buy
Some in Ohio? You would have
to get it directly fn >m a farm, and
vou would probably need a reference to vouch for you to convince the seller you are not an
undercover agent, like those who
busted Amish dairy farmer Dan
AUgyer in IY'tinsytvania this year.
It is not just raw dairy farmers the government is cracking
down on; even vegetable growers are not outside the reach of
the giwmment's hand.

as widespread food poisoning
outbreaks and the evolution of
superbugs due to the excessive
application of antibiotics to confined larrn animals.
I ike comedian George tarlin
said 'As an American I cherish
the freedoms we used to have"
Since the FDA stated in a letter
to the Farm to Consumer Legal
Defense Fund. "There is no
absolute right to consume any
particular food." it is clear that
we no longer have freedom of
food choice.
Well as long as the FDA is
going to choose which f(x>ds we
are allowed to eat. I wish they
would do a better job of it. Haw
dairy, local grass-fed meat, and
vegetables from my neighbor's
yard haven't done me any hann
yet but I need someone to keep
me from eating cookies and
candy.

Respond to Mark at
thettfws@bgneus.coin
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This year, because of local
laws, a Michigan woman was
charged with a crime for growing vegetables in her front yard,
and a disabled Ohio man was
ordered tostop selling vegetables
from his garden.
What most of the harassed
enterprises have in common is
that they are practicing sustainable, diversified, communityoriented, socially and environmentally responsible agriculture in which health risks are
limited to members of private
buying clubs who are aware of
the risks involved.
By the way, no health complaints were made in any of the
cases mentioned.
It is unfortunate and bewildering that regulatory resources
are being used in efforts like
these that make the general
public no safer, while the FDA
complains that it doesn't have
enough funding to address bigger problems caused by large
scale industrial practices, such
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THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Main I 419-354-1559
16 beds. 2 booths • Myitlc Tan
No appointment needed

993 S Main ' 419-353-8826
S beds, 2 booths * appt. available

THE HEAT
525 Ridge I 419-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth-no appt. needed
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Services Offered
Lose unwanted pounds by X-mas!
Join our FREE Weigh & Go
Weight Loss Challenge!
Call 419-601-5179

Personals

•Avail now 3-5 BRs, just changed,
146 S Coll house, next to BGSU,

W/D, AC. Also rms $225/mo.
and 1/1/12 -1 & 2 BR apis
Call 353-0325. Cartyrentals com
'I know it's early, students calling
for 2012-2013 s.y 419-353-0325
cartyrentals.com

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

1 or 2BR Apt. 822 2nd St.
$390-S500/mo + utils
wwwbgapar1mehts.com
419-352-8917

—( JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC?}—

3 BR house w/ all appliances,
S800/mo * utils, 217 Palmer Ave

Call 419-934-0128.

If you were shut out because of
lines al Campus Pollyeyes or
Pagliai's Pizza come this week!
We tell in love over a chicken and
cheese stuffed breadsticks at
Campus Pollyeyes'

Subleaser wanted for 2BR apt,
close to downtown,1 mo free rent!
Nov '11 - May '12, $440/mo plus

gas Selec Call 419-575-5021

Help Wanted
Bartending, up lo S300/day
No exp needed, training crse.
avail, call 800-965-6520 x174
Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring care givers for days, eves
& weekends Email resume to:
into@kidzwatch net
or email for an application.
www kidzwatch net
For Sale
Samsung 32- 720p LCD HDTV.
6 years old. $150 OBO
Email ken@meancode.com

Check Us Out
On Facebook!

"Our student renters are
like family to us. When
they have issues or
needs, we work quickly
to resolve them"

Subleaser lor apt, female pref,
avail 12/11-6712. $425/mo

Special Notices

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Student* Since 1978.

Campus Pollyeyes -stuHed sticks
419-352-9638

HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

Pagliai's Pizza -The Bullet.
419-352-7571.

ii ii

Campus Pollyeyes and Pagliai's
Pizza want to say thank you lor
allowing us to be part of your
Homecoming weekend!

II II

il'fl'I" : :

Pagliai's Pizza on the way to. or
on the way back from Wal-Mart.
Pizza, soup, salad and
breadsticks. all you care to eat!
945 S Main St, 419-352-7571

■!■;■■

■n

319 E. Wooster Stient | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
419.354 2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

ERER, PhD
Counseling Center
BARB: I am very proud of the team effort we provide at BGSU
to assist our students confronting eating and body image concerns.
JANE: My goal is to provide students with appropriate nutrition tools
and to guide them to a lifetime of healthy eating.
DENISE: I strive to create a safe, accepting environment in which
students who struggle with eating and body image concerns can better
understand themselves and begin to make lasting changes.
CONTACT
419.372.i271
www.bgsu.edu/health

Service
Counseling C«nter\ 'M&joii

419.372.2081

www.bgsu.edu/counseling
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Whether it be music, movies or videogames. The Pulse
analyzes the evolution of pop culture on PAGE 3
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Vegan group plans
to SAVE animals

www.bgnews.com

'A
BETTER

Students unsatisfied with lack of vegan-friendly options

I

By Tasnaam Al muftanna
Reprter

Being a vegan at the University
may be harder than students
think.
Some students feel most of
the foods available at the Union
and through the University
meal plan include ingredients
such as cheese, eggs and milk,
forcing some vegans to go the
vegetarian route.
Samantha Kirsch, a junior at
the University, would like to be a
vegan but cannot because of the
lack of vegan options available.

In an atttempt to create more
vegan-friendly option, Kirsch created SAVE, an on-campus group
with the mission to save animals
against violence. Peta2, a national animal rights group, contacted
Kirsch in order to collect 1,500
signatures of those who would
like more vegan-friendly foods.
Kirsch currently has 1,000 student signatures and is headed to
dining services in an attempt to
change the current meal options.
See VEGAN | Page 2

University ranks 177 among
private, public schools

Vision doubles in size, celebrates Coming Out Week with daily events
8yMuFHfcy

By K.ndra Clark
Reporter
I

The report is out for how the
University compares to other
schools nation wide, and the
University placed 177 among both
public and private schools.
The University earned 32 points
out of a possible 100. There were
many schools either not ranked or
requested their ranking not to be
announced, but the lowest number of points earned was 29 and
the lowest ranking was 194 from
another school.
Conrad McRoberts, a member of
the research staff at the University,
helped give The U.S. News and
World Report the information it

"We are always trying
to improve, but its not
an easy thing to do."
Conrad McRoberts | Research Staff
needed about the University.
"The score we got this year is
close to what we have gotten in
the past," McRoberts said. "We are
always trying to improve, but it's
not an easy thing to do."
McRoberts was happy the
University was praised for its
Learning Commons.
e2

See RANKING I

News Editor

For some students, parental support can
go a long way, but to sophomore Akx
Peck, her entire "family* li what makes
the difference.
"My parents said they had a feeling about
it," Peck said. "Everyone seems to worry about
a lot of people seeing it on Facebook and stuff,
but I've never had anyone be very negative to
me about ft."
Peck "came out" at 16 years old and is the
President of Vision, a campus LGBT group
that is "like a family." Now 19, Peck has been
involved with Vision for three years.
For Coming Out Week, Peck and other
members planned daily events, which end
Saturday. One of Vision's new events this year

Is a campus-wide video production called "it
Gets Better," a series of videos Vision plans to
post on YouTube in response to recent suicides
throughout the country.
"By doing it we really just want to raise
money and awareness," Peck said. "We want
people to be comfortable about who they are."
Vision will also co-host its annual ball
Saturday along with Honoring, Urging,
Empowering Queer People of Color.
Tobias Spears, Vision's adviser helped to set
up the week's events by working with group
members like Peck. This is Spears' first year at
the University.
"1 have seven years of advising experience
but this has by far been the most exciting,"
See VISION; Page 2
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Kristen
Llewellyn
Senior Art Student

Toledo Museum of Art
showcases student work

>

%

A new exhibition at the Toledo Museum of
Art includes artwork from college students in
the area
Neatly 100 pieces of student art from
the University. Lourdes University. Owens
Community College and the University of Toledo
will be at the exhibit, titled "4 Art'

--

The students were selected by their institutions to "represent the best of their art programs."
according to a press release by the Toledo
Museum of Art.

\

s

Kristen Llewellyn, a senior, is one of three
students representing the University Uewellyn
started painting her sophomore year.

*
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"I felt like it was a big honor to be chosen."
Llewellyn said.

SPORTS

FORUM
America evaluates issues

Falcons play night games

Keurig coffee makers and otfter single

Columnist Matthew Davoli explains the
significance of The Occupy Wall Street
movement in that it causes America to take
a look at its current problems | Rag* 5

The BG men's and women's soccer teams will

what they are and if they have the potential to |Pao*8

The free exhibit wil run from opening night
through January in the museum's community
gallery.
The Toledo Museum of Art. a nonprofit arts
institution, was founded in 1901 and has had
more than 50.000 works of ait represent cultures
around the world, according to its website
The museum's mission, as stated on its
website, is to integrate art into the lives of people
through its programs and collections.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Quick Cuppa Coffee
cup coffee makers are taking oVwr&wd-

There will be an opening reception on October
21. free to the public On opening reception night
only, the museum will offer free admission and
parking to The Egypt Experience exhibit for students with valid college identif<atioa

On a scale of 1 to 10. how would you tank the
University? 10 is the best.

play the first night games in Cochrane Stadium in
history this weekend. The women's team takes on
WML) tonight at 6p.m. | Page 6

BENSHROCK
Junior. Finance
7 or 8; based on the overall college
experience | Page 4

^VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

Spring

Start Dates:

BGSU

Go to: mybgAU.edu 1. select > student center 2. se/ect > enroll 3. select > Add
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also true in situations such as
my sister's that medications
are used to quickly handle
symptoms rather than taking
the rime to discover and treat
root causes.
My point is simply that
a push for immediacy and
appearance comes at the cost
of quality and solutions. This
concern not only applies to
medical situations, but also
stretches through other personal, social and public issues.
This idea may be compared
to weeding. If you only pull the
top off a weed, it may appear to
be gone for awhile but the root
is still alive beneath the surface.

It is only a matter of
time before the weed
grows up again.
If we want to improve our
health, grades, relationships,
attitudes or anything else, then
we need to stop endorsing the
idea of an easy way out that
only treats surface symptoms
or concerns and asks for no
responsibility or effort
At the end of the day, do
we want to look like we have
our act together or really be
successful?

er enterprises. For every small
farm that is raided, many others
are intimidated out of business
or are dissuaded from starting a
business, fearing fines or raids.
This drastically limits the choices
of consumers.
Imagine, like many raw milk
drinkers that you yourself have
a medical condition that you
below is imprrwd by drinking
raw milk. Where would you buy
some in Ohio? You would have
to get it directly from a farm, and
you would probably need a reference to vouch for you to convince the seller you are not an
undercover agent, like those who
busted Amish dairy farmer Dan
Allgyer in I Vnnsytvania this year.
It is not just raw dairy fanners the government is cracking
down on; even vegetable growers are not outside the reach of
the government's hand.

This year, because of local
laws, a Michigan woman was
charged with a crime for growing vegetables in her front yard,
and a disabled Ohio man was
ordered to stop selling vegetables
from his garden.
What most of the harassed
enterprises have in common is
that they are practicing sustainable, diversified, communityoriented, socially and environmentally responsible agriculture in which health risks are
limited to members of private
buying clubs who are aware of
the risks involved.
By the way. no health complaints were made in any of the
cases mentioned.
It is unfortunate and bewildering that regulatory resources
are being used in efforts like
these that make the general
public no safer, while the FDA
complains that it doesnl haw
enough funding to address bigger problems caused by large
scale industrial practices, such

as widespread food poisoning
outbreaks and the evolution of
superbugs due to the excessive
application of antibiotics to confined farm animals.
Like comedian George (iirlin
said, 'As an American I cherish
the freedoms we used to hove"
Since the FDA stated in a letter
to the Farm to Consumer legal
Defense Fund. "There is no
absolute right to consume any
particular food," it is dear that
we no longer have freedom of
fixnl choice.
WML as k>ng as the IDA is
going to (noon which foods we
are allowwl to eat, I wish they
would do a better job of it Raw
dairy, local grass-fed meal, and
vegetables from my neighbor's
yard haven't done me any harm
yet. but I need someone to keep
me from eating cookies and
candy.

CUsdftad AA ■ 41f>-I72-«f77

For Rent

RIEDEL
From Page 4

She wanted help.
It was only when she met a
counselor who worked with her
and helped her learn coping
strategies that she finally made
progress, she has not needed
medication for depression
since then.
I am not arguing that
medication is always the
wrong choice.
It is clear that many medications are used to treat conditions and not simply to
mask symptoms. Even so, it is

HUNTRESS
From Page 4
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Services Offered
Lose unwanted pounds by X-mas!
Join our FREE Weigh & Go
Weight Loss Challenge'
Call 419-601-5179.

Personals
It you were shut out because of
lines at Campus Pollyeyes or
Pag ,n s Pizza, come this week!
We tell m love over a chicken and
cheese stuffed breadsticks at
Campus Pollyeyes'

Respond to Alicia tit
theiieiiis@bgneiiis.com

Respond to Maiii at
tiieiieuisCiigiieiiisconi
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THE WASH HOUSE

SOUTHSIDE
LAUNDROMAT

248 N. Main 419-354-1559
16 beds, 2 booths • Mystic Tan
No appointment needed

993S. Main '419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 booths • appt. available

THE HEAT
525 Ridge 1419-353-3588
10 beds, 1 booth • no appt. needed

ytrviM nut

•Avail now 3-5 BRs, |ust changed.
146 S Coll house, next to BGSU.
WrD. AC. Also rms S225/mo.
and 1/1/12 ■ 1 S2BRapts.
Call 353-0325 Cartyrentals com
'I know it's early, students calling
for 2012-2013 s.y. 419-353-0325
cartyrentals.com
1 or 2BR Apt, 822 2nd St.
S390-S500/mo + utils.
www.bgapartments com
419-352-8917

Great Selections • Great Locations • Great Prices

—( JOHN NEWLQVE REAL ESTATE, INC

3 BR house w' all appliances.
S800/mo + utils, 217 Palmer Ave
Call 419-934-0128

Check Us Out
On Facebook!

"Our student renters are
like family to us. When
they have issues or
needs, we work quickly
to resolve them"

Subleaser for apt, female pref.
avail 12/11-6/12. $425'mo
Email k9all0w@bgsu.edu
Subleaser wanted for 2BR apt.
close to downtown. 1 mo free rent'
Nov '11 - May '12, $440/mo plus
gas Selec Call 419-575-5021

Help Wanted
Bartending, up to S300/day
No exp. needed, training crse.
avail call 800-965-6520x174

WWW.8GNEWS.COM

Special Notices

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Sine* 1978.

Campus Pollyeyes -stuffed sticks

Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring care givers for days, eves
& weekends Email resume to
info®kidzwatch net
or email for an application.
www kidzwatch net
For Sale
Samsung 32" 720p LCD HDTV.
6 years old. S150OBO
Email keni^meancodecom

419-352-9638

HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

Pagliai's Pizza -The Buffet.
419-352-7571
Campus Pollyeyes and Pagliai's
Pizza want to say thank you for
allowing us to be pan of your
Homecoming weekendl
Pagliai's Pizza on the way to. or
on the way back from Wal-Mart
Pizza, soup, salad and
breadsticks, all you care to eat!
945 S Main St. 419-352-7571
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319 E. Wooster Street | Located across from Taco Bell
Hours Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday 8:30 to 5:00

419.354 2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com

HOFFMAN, MSN
Nune Practitioner, Student Health Service
CRANDALL, BS

'd Dietitian, Student Health Service
•f LITTERER, PhD
lUt, Counseling Center
BARB: I am very proud of the learn effort we provide at BCSU
to assist our students confronting eating and body image concerns.
JANE: My goal is to provide students with appropriate nutrition tools
and to guide them to a lifetime of healthy eating.
DENISE: I strive to create a safe, accepting environment in which
students who struggle with eating and body image concerns can better
understand themselves and begin to make lasting changes.
CONTACT
419.37j.2271
www.bgsu.edu/health
419.372.2081
www.bgsu.edu/counseling

Student Health Service
Couruelina Centef

